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Tech Notes
PANTHER:
Rapidly identifying
biological agents in
aerosols

The threat of airborne hazardous biological agents within a
building or in locations of high
population density (e.g., sports
arenas, subways) stresses the
need for rapid, sensitive identification of the responsible biological agents. Lincoln Laboratory
has developed instruments for
rapid bioidentification and has
transferred the technology to
industry.
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In proof-of-concept experiments, dry-impaction localizes bioagents to the surface of
microcentrifuge tubes, eliminating the need to pre-spin the sample. This type of localization allows PANTHER discs to perform bioaerosol identification much faster and
more simply than protocols used for liquid samples. A closer look at a PANTHER disk
illustrates how ambient air (blue arrows) flows down the central portion of the impactor nozzle and is accelerated around a sharp turn where aerosol particles are collected
(green arrows) before particle-depleted air exits from the device (red arrows).
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The fundamental components of the PANTHER biosensor include genetically engineered B cells that emit photons upon binding to
specific bioagents and a photodetector that measures the luminescence. The PANTHER sensor collects aerosol samples, spins the
disc to release B cells onto the collected particles, and detects the emitted light to determine what pathogens may be present.
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Compact PANTHER
The compact 37 lb, 1 ft3 PANTHER sensor unit could dramatically improve onsite biological detection capabilities. All
the PANTHER components are packaged in a light-tight transportable case
that can help reduce potential exposure
to intentional bioagent releases by testing aerosol samples and giving rapid
results without having to send samples
to a laboratory. This unit has shown
reliable identification of pathogens, and
its modest cost, less than $20,000, (PathSensors, Inc., markets the BioFlash-E
Biological Identifier, which is based on
PANTHER) makes it viable for widespread biodefense use. 
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